Orbital signatures of methyl in L-alanine.
Molecular orbital signatures of the methyl substituent in L-alanine have been identified with respect to those of glycine from information obtained in coordinate and momentum space, using dual space analysis. Electronic structural information in coordinate space is obtained using ab initio (MP2/TZVP) and density functional theory (B3LYP/TZVP) methods, from which the Dyson orbitals are simulated based on the plane wave impulse approximation into momentum space. In comparison to glycine, relaxation in geometry and valence orbitals in L-alanine is found as a result of the attachment of the methyl group. Five orbitals rather than four orbitals are identified as methyl signatures. That is, orbital 6a in the core shell, orbitals 11a and 12a in the inner valence shell, and orbitals 19a and 20a in the outer valence shell. In the inner valence shell, the attachment of methyl to glycine causes a splitting of its orbital 10a' into orbitals 11a and 12a of L-alanine, whereas in the outer valence shell the methyl group results in an insertion of an additional orbital pair of 19a and 20a. The frontier molecular orbitals, 24a and 23a, are found without any significant role in the methylation of glycine.